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Abstract
This paper shares research based on interviews with 12 UK university senior managers
commissioned by SCONUL and carried out by external consultants which found that
libraries can have a positive impact on student satisfaction and experience and are
a source of institutional information about the student body. Libraries are seen very

much as supporting learning and teaching; centrality to research was less apparent.
They are rarely seen as problematic except in terms of future resource levels, but
there is awareness that rapid change will continue to affect libraries; library leaders
will need to provide innovative solutions to this and other challenges. The need for
strategic alignment is key. These findings are seen within the context of a survey of
senior librarians carried out by SCONUL showing a trend towards greater
centralisation of services. The position of the senior librarian is now lower down the
reporting structure than in the past.
Introduction
This article will discuss work recently completed by a Task and Finish Group of
SCONUL (Society of College, National and University Libraries) in the UK. The
Leadership Task and Finish Group was established in 2016 to carry out an 18-month
project called ‘Leading libraries’, developing initiatives to enhance the collective
leadership capacity of the sector.
SCONUL represents university libraries in the UK and Ireland, as well as national
libraries and many of the UK’s colleges of higher education, aiming to promote
awareness of the role of academic libraries in supporting research excellence and
student achievement and employability. Its membership consists of institutions and
the institutional representatives are primarily the heads of library services in these
institutions (i.e. it is not an individual member organisation).
The Task and Finish Group (‘the Group’) arose from the SCONUL Strategy 2016-19.
The Strategy itself was informed by a survey of members which identified ‘the most
significant leadership and management issues facing institutions and the library
community in general over the coming three years’. Three closely connected
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themes were identified – leadership, vision for library services and advocacy and
proving value. Specifically there was an identified need for a programme of
leadership capacity building across the sector. The Group was set the task of
‘working to ensure directors have the skills and attributes they require to deliver and
to support the modern academic library’, echoing similar concerns elsewhere.Binh
(2015) surveyed US senior library leaders in large and medium-sized academic
libraries to find their top five major challenges in a digital age. The 14 returned
surveys indicated that the top challenges were: demonstrating library values to the
university, operating under fiscal uncertainty, fitting new services within old buildings,
balancing print and digital materials and keeping library staff trained and current.
Binh saw the top five leadership skills as vision, integrity, management, collaboration
and communication and suggested a number of ways to develop these skills
including, most pertinently for this paper, a call to ‘get out of your comfort zone’ and
‘seek leadership roles, especially on campus’ (p. 308). A recent paper from Hong
Kong (Gabrielle, 2017) reviews some of the library leadership literature from the
viewpoint of emerging leaders, team leaders and headship and states that the
development of leadership capabilities has been of interest to librarians ‘for
decades’ without producing ‘a cohesive body or any framework on understanding
leadership …’(p.153). Librarians primarily see leadership as a process of influence.
Harris-Keith (2016) on the other hand believes that research has established a list of
leadership skills and is more concerned with how these skills are developed, finding
that some (fundraising, safety issues, legal issues, compliance issues and facilities
planning) only seem to be acquired at Assistant Director and Director level.
The Group successfully delivered a number of outputs – such as a mentoring scheme
– which can all be found on the SCONUL website (www.sconul.ac.uk); this article is
mainly concerned with describing the findings of a survey of SCONUL members plus
3

interviews with senior institutional leaders across the UK Higher Education (HE) sector
which looked at the scope of activity of library leaders, the way they are viewed by
the senior leaders within their institutions and sought to get some advice on how
library leaders could move into wider institutional leadership roles. It hopes to
disseminate the findings to a wider audience and frame it within the wider literature
on the subject in the hope that this will resonate beyond the UK.
The small literature on the topic of perceptions of library leaders by the senior
management of the university is considered to set the context. The two pieces of
work described are considered under the headings of: changing roles and reporting
lines; the need to develop new leadership models and the rise of multi-professional
teams. Finally these themes are drawn together and possible ways forward
discussed.
The literature
There is not a large body of literature concerned with the view of the library or
librarian from above: ‘studies of the views of provosts or other senior administrators
regarding academic libraries are surprisingly few and far between’ (Robertson, 2005,
p.492). Most of the literature identified is from the US (and much in a single journal)
and is mainly about the role of the library rather than the library director. What there
is goes back a long way, however. There are different terms used in the literature to
describe those who lead libraries, this article mainly uses the term ‘library director’ to
denote this. Readers should be aware that US articles often refer to senior managers
within universities as ‘the administration’.
The classic article was written by Robert Munn, an academic library director turned
senior administrator, in 1968. Munn saw library directors as having little
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understanding of how senior academic administrators (those who make major
funding decisions) saw the library. His experience as a senior administrator showed
him that the library is little considered for a number of reasons: it is ‘an academic
sleeping dog … unlikely to be the cause of either a crisis or a coup’ (p.52) and its
share of the institutional budget is small and reasonably consistent. When it is
considered it is seen as a ‘bottomless [money] pit’(p.52) as there are no theoretical
limits to the library’s needs, rather it is ‘tradition, what other institutions are doing,
academic politics, and the personal predilections of the officials involved [which]
tends to determine budget support’(p.53).
Hardesty (1991) revisited this view a generation later interviewing 39 chief academic
officers from selective liberal arts colleges in the US. These are typically small
colleges with an undergraduate focus, good levels of funding and strong libraries.
He found that, contrary to Munn’s experience, there was a good understanding of
the role of the library in support of the institutional mission, indeed at a few colleges
the deans interviewed saw a wider role for the library than was being delivered and
a few observed ‘conservatism among head librarians’ (p. 225) who were hesitant to
adopt new technologies and formats and to take on new responsibilities. There was
great symbolic value attached to libraries which were seen as a Good Thing.
Hardesty identified an element of ‘benign neglect’ (p.225) mainly because library
directors were seen as good managers who brought no problems to their deans,
although there was recognition from some that library directors could become
isolated because of this. Hardesty felt that deans, whilst having ‘considerable
respect for the administrative skills of their library directors’, apparently did not
‘consider these skills applicable to larger college concerns’ (p. 227), he
recommends library directors take ‘an active and informed interest in larger college
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problems and general educational issues’and ‘understand how to work aggressively
within the framework of academia’ (p.228).
Deemer (2007), following in the footsteps of Munn as a library director stepping up
into a senior administration role, agrees with Munn that the library ‘creating neither
work or problems’ (p.26) was not in his thoughts much. However his experience
gave him a wider view of how the library could ‘enhance the campus’s educational
and social missions’ (p.26).
Themes picked up in these three classic articles are: the position of the library in the
organisational hierarchy; the lack of recognition of the skills of library directors as
transferable tomore senior posts and the possibly isolating effects that being seen as
a well-managed unit can have on a service.
The year 1971-2 saw an unprecedented number of library directors from large US
universities leaving post before the usual retirement age. McAnally and Downs
(1973) interviewed 22 library directors who had recently left their posts to identify
what they saw as the pressures of library leadership.

A number of these are familiar,

e.g. growth in student numbers ) and reduced budgets. Interestingly added layers
of hierarchy between librarians and administrators with power so that the library
director no longer has direct access to the president is mentioned. One interviewee
commented that ‘unfortunately the presidents rarely have utilized existing
administrators, such as directors of libraries, who have broad overview of the
university, to help with the growing burden of general administrative affairs’ (p.105).
Grimes (1998) looked at the ‘centrality’ of the library and showed the importance of
understanding the wider academic community. She found a lack of understanding
of the role information literacy as delivered by the library could play – from
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academics, students and administrators. She also found that library directors did not
participate at the highest levels of the university’s administration.
McElrath (2002) examined perceptions of challenges reported by academic library
directors (ALDs) and the chief academic officers (CAOs), to whom they report, in
the south of the US. The study showed some close co-relation in challenges
identified by both groups but also areas of difference. Respondents were able to
add areas of challenge to the list supplied by the researchers (which was derived
from the literature). ALD’s most frequently added challenge was around staffing
issues whilst the CAO’s was the library’s role (which was mentioned by ALDs but in
smaller numbers). The ‘problem of integrating the library in the university’s mission
was mentioned by some respondents from both groups’ (p. 314/5).
These earlier studies show how libraries are changing place within organisational
structures, moving down the hierarchical levels as universities grow staff numbers in
senior roles and add functions. There is some lack of understanding of what libraries
can do in certain areas and a feeling from some administrators that the library is
isolated from the wider institution and a desire for library directors to place their
services within the strategic plan of the organisation. Some of the library directors
interviewed show a lack of comfort with new expectations.
A study of nine Canadian provosts (‘chief academic visionary’ posts) from researchintensive universities (Robertson, 2015) explored how they perceive academic
libraries in the context of their evolving institutions. All respondents saw the library as
critical in supporting the research function although the majority see this in
traditional terms of preserving and disseminating research. Student learning was
also seen as a critical role for the library, particularly in providing a variety of learning
spaces and as a ‘platform’ for the co-location of and collaboration with learning
7

support (and other) services, although the library role in information literacy was not
recognised across the board (and the term ‘information literacy’ never used). For
the future there was consensus that librarians need to become more embedded
and active partners in research, teaching and learning and building crossinstitutional digital collections.
More recently Murray and Ireland (2017) note and attempt to fill the gap in largescale studies into the perceptions of college or university provosts of library value
and communication preferences. Their study of 209 provosts/chief academic
officers in the US concludes that the respondents ‘tend to note that the biggest
barrier for academic libraries to be involved with campus initiatives is that the
campus overall doesn’t recognise that potential’ (p.27).
The Ithaka S+R Library Survey of 2016 (Woolf, 2017) found that US library directors feel
a decreasing sense of support from their institutions: they ‘feel increasingly less
valued by, involved with, and aligned strategically with their supervisors and other
senior academic leadership’ (p.4). Compared to the previous survey of 2013 fewer
library directors feel that they are part of the senior academic leadership and that
they share the same vision for the library with their direct supervisor. This survey
gauges the perceptions of library directors, and their perceptions of how their linemanagers would feel about certain issues – it does not ask the line-managers
directly. There was an alignment between feeling one has a well-developed vision
and strategy and feeling part of the senior academic leadership of the institution.
Roughly 60% of respondents believe that their institution’s senior academic
leadership considers the library to be an important contributor to student success,
although only about 50% of respondents feel they themselves have clearly
articulated what this contribution is.
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Harland, Stewart and Bruce (2017) used constructivist grounded theory research with
12 experienced library directors from the US and Australia to look at how to ensure
the academic library’s relevance to stakeholders. ‘Participants stressed the
importance of ensuring that the vision, goals and strategy of the library were aligned
with those of the university’ (p.400) – the lessons of the early articles have clearly
been learnt - although the authors found some evidence that some US academic
libraries are still not aligning their plans in this way. The library directors noted a
culture of complacency which could disadvantage libraries ‘there’s an attitude that
libraries and librarians always cope with whatever you throw at them’ (p.403).
Demonstrating value was seen as a major challenge, as was dealing with outdated
perceptions and ignorance about the library.
A recently commissioned report, again for SCONUL (Pinfield, Cox & Rutter, 2017),
picks up a number of these issues. The report is based on a literature review,
interviews with 33 national and international key stakeholders and a survey of UK HE
library staff which had 261 responses. The research found that the library is seen as
‘a reliable but fundamentally well-understood and unchanging part of campus’
(p.42). There are increasingly blurred boundaries between the library and other
parts of the university leading to a lack of clarity about what a library is, whilst at the
same time many stakeholders still have traditional perceptions of ‘library’. The need
to align closely with the organisation is seen as key as is providing leadership in key
areas within the institution. There was some feeling that the library profession is too
insular – collaboration between librarians is good but liaison with other professional
groups less so, although these are seen as crucial. In some cases collaboration
becomes competition over jurisdiction of an area of work. Collaboration can also
contribute to the erosion of the library’s identity.

Finally, there was evidence of a

lack of innovative thinking and risk taking.
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These later studies show some senior administrators identifying a need for more
collaboration and embedding of library services (both within the institution and
externally) – whether that is learning, teaching or research or for shared space with
other learning support services. Librarians still feel that their services are viewed in a
rather traditional way although there is also a recognition that demonstrating their
value to others within the institution is difficult.
The themes of the classic articles remain throughout the literature surveyed, library
directors are eternally concerned with discerning their role and function within the
changing organisation and sector. This leads to a lot of soul searching (and some
doom and gloom) but demonstrates active commitment to providing effective
services. Some of this soul searching may come from the fact that librarians see
themselves ‘slipping’ in the organisational hierarchy (Hardesty,1991; McAnally &
Downs, 1973; Grimes,1998; Woolf, 2017)
Librarians are seen as good managers and a ‘safe pair of hands’ able to weather
whatever their institutions throw at them (Hardesty,1991; Harland et al., 2017) , but
not necessarily as innovative or willing to take risks (Hardesty 1991; Pinfield et al.,
2017). There is a lack of recognition of the potential of the Library and a traditional
(outdated) view of what libraries can do (Murray & Ireland, 2017; Harland et al.,
2017), neither is the potential of the library director always recognised (Hardesty
1991; McAnally & Downs, 1973; Grimes, 1998). However, there is a recognition that
libraries provide well used spaces indeed there are suggestions that the success of
this space is shared with other services (Robertson, 2015).
Finally there is a recognition that libraries need to align strategically with the parent
organisation (McElrath, 2002; Harland et al., 2017; Pinfield et al., 2017), but a lack of
clarity from senior administrators about what a library is, or could be, in a digital age
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(Grimes,1998; McElrath,2002; Pinfield et al., 2017 ).The work of the SCONUL Group
described below aimed to get a view from UK senior staff about their library
directors, which can be compared to the literature above. It also took a snapshot of
collaborations with other services.

Methodology
Two pieces of work are described – The View from Above (‘VfA’) and a survey of
library directors (‘the Survey’).
‘Leading libraries: the view from above’ (Baker & Allden, 2017a) is a piece of
commissioned work which sought to explore, through interviews, three themes:
-

what strategies can library leaders employ to ‘lead in uncertain times’, i.e.
which approaches to leadership are needed in the context of continuous
and rapid organisational, legislative and technological change?

-

what are the views of university senior leaders about academic library
leadership and culture?

-

what potential is there for library leaders to rise to senior executive levels in the
institution?

A group of 12 senior managers was identified by the consultants (David Baker, an
academic library director who later became a senior administrator and eventually
university principal, and Alison Allden a senior administrator who later became Chief
Executive of the UK Higher Education Statistics Agency) and members of the project
sub-Group working together. This number was dictated by time and funding
available and sought to be representative across the UK university mission groups
11

(these are groups of universities with similar ethos and ambitions), geography,
institutional size and range of senior roles. A small number of those interviewed had
previously been librarians. Invitations were sent and one substitute made after one
person declined. The interviewees included: five vice-chancellors (the vicechancellor is the top post in a UK university), two deputy vice-chancellors, two
registrars, one pro vice-chancellor and two executive level directors of student
services. Of these, three came from research-intensive universities, six from large
post-92 universities (these are ex-polytechnics which gained university status and
degree awarding powers in 1992 when the binary divide was abolished) and three
from small new universities including one specialist and one independent institution.
The majority were based in England but there was one each from Scotland and
Wales.
Library directors were made aware via a SCONUL e-mail list that the interviews were
taking place as a courtesy, but the names of the institutions involved were not
shared. Interviewees were free to decide whether to talk to ‘their’ librarians but
were not obliged to and they were assured of anonymity. An interview checklist was
compiled to ensure both consultants covered the same ground (this is included in
the VfA document, as is the introductory letter). Questions were not piloted
because of the challenges in getting access to senior leaders. Telephone interviews
of 45-60 minutes took place and detailed notes taken during the interviews. The
ethical framework and boundaries of the research were made clear at the
beginning of each interview. Post interview notes were written up, anonymised and
returned to the interviewees for comment and correction. The final versions, once
agreed, were base-lined and have been securely lodged with the SCONUL office.
Thanks should go to the interviewees who were generous with their time (indeed
some interviews exceeded the 60 minutes suggested).
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Each of the consultants identified themes from their interview notes, these were then
compared and a list of common themes identified, discussed and categorised.
These were shared with the sub-group leading on this part of the project for
comment, they also take account of the key topics and themes that emerged from
a parallel literature review (Baker & Allden, 2017b) carried out as part of the
Leading Libraries work. The report itself aims to capture the words and tone of the
interviews and extensive direct quotation is used (with permission but without direct
attribution).
The second piece of work was a Leaders’ Experience Survey of existing library
directors which provided the basis for an experience and knowledge sharing register
available to directors in new roles or with new developments to lead on, e.g. a new
library build. The Survey asked about respondents’ job title, reporting structures,
membership of strategic boards, scope of responsibility and professional
background as well as asking respondents to indicate areas of experience and
interests which they would be willing to share with others in future. This gave a crosssectional snapshot of the sector as at April 2017
The Survey was sent out via a SCONUL email list (LIS-SCONUL). SCONUL has a
membership of 175 institutions which includes specialist colleges as well as national
libraries and also universities in the Republic of Ireland. A total of 88 responses were
received from university library directors which is a response rate of at least 50%.
The Survey was mainly quantitative with tick box options for each category and a
free text box for ‘Other’. Certain categories – membership of strategic boards,
scope of responsibility and experience/interest which respondents were willing to
share - allowed for more than one response per respondent. For the purposes of this
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article the position in structure and areas of responsibility totals are of most interest
(see Table1).

Findings
The View from Above interviews identified some major themes including:
-

The library can have a positive impact on student satisfaction and
experience

-

The library is not a concern or a problem, except in terms of future resource
levels (space and funding) echoing Munn (1968)

-

Rapid and continuous change in the sector will affect library provision, this
change will be driven by technology and quality assurance challenges and
user expectations

-

There is a recognition that the library in some institutions is no longer the
central independent unit it once was, and the library director is at least two
tiers down in the senior staff structure echoing McAnally & Downs (1973) and
the Ithaka Library Survey (Woolf, 2017)

-

There is a trend towards greater centralisation of services, although this has
different forms and partnerships

-

Library leaders need to provide innovative solutions to current and likely future
challenges across the institution, including reduced budgets
14

-

There is a need for strategic alignment. The library was seen as key to
learning and teaching but there was less evidence of centrality to research

-

The ‘embedded service culture’ of libraries is a strength and an informed
source of institutional information about the behaviour of the student body

The Survey found that only four library directors report directly to the Vice-Chancellor
or Head of the institution. The majority of the others (58) report to posts designated
as Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Pro Vice-Chancellor, Registrar, Chief Information Officer
and Chief Operating Officer or equivalents. The remaining respondents report to
posts designated Director of Learning and Teaching, Director of Library & Student
Support or ‘other Board member’ or equivalents. Whilst the survey did not ask for
detail of exact institutional structures, so there is some degree of extrapolation here,
it looks as if the place in the hierarchy of the Library Director is lower than it has been
historically and reflects the literature review.
In terms of membership of strategic decision making bodies only two library directors
belong to the Vice Chancellor’s Executive Board or equivalent. Membership of the
senior managers group of the institution was 27, of Academic Board was 17, of
Board of Governors or Council was 2, whilst 40 belonged to ‘another’ management
board. Again this reflects the literature which shows that as management structures
have grown the library becomes part of wider professional services structures.
The scope of responsibilities of library directors shows a changing picture from the
past as can be seen in Table 1.

Discussion
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The original SCONUL Strategy discussions identified the changing roles, position within
the organisational hierarchy and structures of libraries within HE, including the rise of
multi-disciplinary teams often within differing models of convergence, as factors in
the need to develop leadership models which differ from those of the past when
libraries were more discrete services within their parent organisations. The literature
review above echoes this with the earlier literature reflecting the days of large printbased collections with a high symbolic value which were central to the teaching
and research functions of the university. The library was a stand-alone unit and the
library director had a high status within a small senior management team.
Changing roles and reporting lines
The rise of larger management structures and new functions meant that the loneranger library director was no longer an appropriate model; strategic alignment of
the library with the wider institution was desirable. The decreased centrality of printbased collections as electronic resources became more widespread changed the
role and functions of the library and an emphasis on space rather than physical
collections has grown during this century. Bigger senior management teams have
displaced those who would have had a place at the top table in the past, including
the library director (as can be seen from the Survey results). The rise in posts such as
Chief Operating Officer, to which a number of UK library directors now report,
removed some library directors from the academic management structure and
placed them alongside infrastructural services and other ‘professional services’. This
has allowed different groupings and convergences to arise (and sometimes to be
later dispersed) as more fluid structures become the norm in a time of more rapid
and continuous change.
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Back in 1968 Munn described paying little notice to the library once he became a
member of the senior administration. This is a theme throughout the literature and is
reflected in the VfA. There is the idea, called ‘benign neglect’ by Hardesty (1991),
that as libraries are generally well-managed and led they can be left to get on with
things although there was recognition from some that library directors could
become isolated because of this. The library directors interviewed by Harland,
Stewart and Bruce (2017) identified a culture of complacency which could
disadvantage libraries ‘there’s an attitude that libraries and librarians always cope
with whatever you throw at them’ (p.403). This is again identified in VfA by senior
managers one of whom remarked:
‘The library is not a priority for my attention or the attention of the senior team, but
for that reason it almost seems to beg further attention … it is well run … there are
many more pressing areas of the administration that need attention’.

The rise of multi-professional teams
The range of services currently led by librarians, as reflected in the Survey results (see
Table 1), is large. The recognised leadership and management skills of library
directors is possibly behind these library-led convergences. The VfA interviewees
saw libraries as central to supporting students’ learning and increasing student
satisfaction with their university experience; and library directors as a source of
information and expertise about this:
‘The librarian should be seen as a driver of understanding and change – able to
provide insights that are valuable to the team, particularly about how students study
and learn.’
17

There was a recognition of the library’s significant role in contributing to the student
experience, this was indicated more strongly in the interviews than in the literature
reviewed above and perhaps indicates the increasingly competitive environment
for student recruitment and retention in the UK, as well as the central policy drive for
quality.
It is notable in the Survey how many library directors have responsibility for student
academic support – the fulfilment of the wish in the literature to see the library as a
platform for the co-location and collaboration with academic support services
(Robertson, 2015).
This movement of library directors into more general leadership roles leads senior
managers to ask whether, in turn, you need a professional librarian to run the library
and some in VfA did just this:
‘An important question for managers of librarians would be ‘would it matter if the
Director of Library Services wasn’t there; what would/could be different?’

The need to develop new leadership models
The interviewees in VfA were vocal about the future for academic libraries and
librarians in what they saw as a time of rapid and likely discontinuous change. In
particular technology (the move to more digital learning, teaching and research)
and quality assurance were seen as disruptors, also the need to respond to student
expectation, as one described it ‘Amazon v. university infrastructure’. The skills set of
the future library director was listed variously as change management, innovation,
agility, driving and inventing new ways of working, being one step ahead, creativity
and being a valued researcher in their own right:
18

‘Library leadership has to be about continuing to make yourself relevant to the
institution and the long-term strategy; essentially it is about being completely on top
of what the direction of the institution is and how best to support that’.
Many librarians will feel they already do this and some social media responses to
reporting of this research (Reisz, 2017) indicated this. However another theme
running through the literature is the lack of recognition of the skills of library directors
as suitable for movement to the top table (McAnally & Downs,1973) allied with a
feeling amongst library directors that the role of libraries is not understood beyond
the traditional areas of accessibility and preservation (Grimes, 1998). Indeed a
number of VfA interviewees advised library directors who want to be heard or to
progress within their organisations to develop a broader view beyond the library, to
move out of their policy and managerial areas and raise their profile and
contribution:
‘Never approach the role as a traditional support role – see it as much broader.’
Interviewees urged library directors to extend their portfolios by volunteering to take
on non-library challenges and think of university-wide solutions, this can involve an
element of risk-taking:
‘Libraries are not a problem. The things that are going to get you up the ladder are
the problem areas’.
This echoes Hardesty (1991) who advised library directors to ‘work aggressively
within the framework of academia’ (p.228).
VfA interviewees also advised recognising the skills one has and developing an
understanding of the academic base of the institution as well as its managerial
structures.
19

Conclusion – an opportunity for reinvention?

The View from Above attempts, through interviews with senior staff in UK universities
to get some feeling for how they see their library directors. Although the number of
interviews was small and not subject to a rigorous research methodology it does
attempt to record the voices of a reasonable cross section of UK senior managers,
the voices come through clearly in the quotations included. Asking senior managers
about their view of library leaders (rather than about the service as a whole) is both
innovative and significant because there is nothing similar in the UK literature
(although there are some US examples). We can be an inward looking profession,
Munn (1968) says ‘academic librarians worry a lot’ especially about ‘the
administration’ (p.51). This work shows a professional group looking at how it is
viewed, rather than how it sees itself, in order to make sense of leadership in a
changing sector.
The Survey shows that in the UK the library director role is now seen in some
institutions as part of a professional services grouping rather than part of the
academic infrastructure and to report lower down the hierarchy than previously,
which is echoed in the literature discussed (Hardesty,1991; McAnally & Downs, 1973;
Grimes,1998; Woolf, 2017).
An interesting UK trend is the move to larger groupings of services, as indicated in
the Survey findings, many of these are currently led by librarians. There is a tension
between the fact that librarians, seen as good managers and a ‘safe pair of hands’
20

are leading multi-professional groups, and the feeling expressed by a number of VfA
interviewees that something else was needed in order to move up the institutional
ladder, mainly leadership of ‘problem’ areas. The literature shows that library
leaders are not seen as innovative or willing to take risks ((Hardesty 1991; Pinfield et
al, 2017); it is probably easier to demonstrate these qualities when dealing with
‘problem’ areas.
Another tension, and a possible area for future research is what happens when the
current (ex-library) leaders move on - will the next head of the multi-professional
service come from the library or will there be a deficit of leadership skills because of
being one in a larger grouping? Where do staff within larger structures develop
leadership skills (will Harris-Keith’s list of skills only developed at top level be longer in
future)? A strong theme from the VfA interviews was that libraries are seen as having
insight to the student voice and experience, this is something that library leaders can
develop within the organisation. Being part of a multi-professional team can
enhance this understanding.
The literature shows a lack of recognition of the potential of the Library and an
outdated view of what libraries can do (Murray & Ireland, 2017; Harland et al.,
2017), the VfA interviews demonstrate a good understanding of how libraries support
the student experience and learning and teaching but less overt understanding
about the role of libraries in research support, outside of the traditional access and
preservation roles, this is something library directors may wish to reflect upon.
The literature shows a lack of clarity from senior administrators about what a library is,
or could be, in a digital age (Grimes,1998; McElrath,2002; Pinfield, et al., 2017). A
question for library directors to consider is what are the unique values and services
which libraries bring to universities, how are these strategically aligned and
21

effectively conveyed to senior managers? Binh’s top five leadership skills of vision,
integrity, management, collaboration and communication are valid and the call to
develop these by ‘getting out of your comfort zone’ and ‘seek leadership roles,
especially on campus’ (2015, p. 308) echoes the voice of many of the senior staff
interviewed as illustrated by the title of this article.

With thanks to Alison Baud, Alison Allden, David Ford and David Baker for their helpful
comments.
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Table 1 - Scope of responsibilities of library directors (n=88)

Area of responsibility

No. of
Library
Directors

Archives and special collections

65

Institutional research repository

55

Research support (e.g. publications, data management, open access)

53

Academic study skills

38

‘Other’

22

VLE or e-learning or online courseware

18

Student IT support

16

24

Arts or community activities

11

Learning and teaching development

8

University press

7

Learning/teaching space management (university-wide)

7

Careers/employability

5

IT

4

Information/knowledge management (university-wide)

4

Student services

3

Staff training and development (university-wide)

2

Planning/improvement/statistical returns (e.g. HESA)

2

Records management/compliance

2

Academic quality

1

25

